In response to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident in Fukushima Prefecture, has been promoted thyroid testing in children. To facilitate tested, venue is also provided in Koriyama department stores.

Next to the toy department, for infants, thyroid testing venues provided to the department store, was chosen this place is subject to inspection.

I told the person in charge of a department store thin “I think because it is a toy department features, and I can not wait for it to relax.”

Sonicated in the vicinity of the throat, examination, examine the exposure of the thyroid gland.

I told the parents that came to the test “and is waiting for the child to not get tired.”

Examination of the thyroid, approximately 360,000 people under the age of 18 in Fukushima Prefecture has become a target.
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- **Flood warning heavy rain in Kawasaki, Yokohama**
  - Kanagawa Shonan flood warning heavy rain to heavy rain flood warning Ashigarakami Kanagawa Prefecture Kanagawa Prefecture Seicho heavy rain flood warning

  (10/04 21:58)

- **Large excavator killed one tumble on the slopes of the side of the road in Kawagoe, Saitama**

  (10/04 21:39)

- **“Osprey” is the start of a full-scale operation in October, the first flight training in Okinawa**

  (10/04 21:27)

- **Flood warning heavy rain in the western part of Tokyo’s 23 wards**

  (10/04 21:08)
Department store in Koriyama, Fukushima ...: FNN News

Aligned before the couple met 10 years Mr. and Mrs. village land-abductees, from return (10/04 19:32)

Castle “cardboard” one night only in Koka, Shiga (10/04 19:20)

Knifing death of eldest sister Hayama, Kanagawa is bleeding to death and found (10/04 18:52)

A total of nine ships of the Taiwan authorities and the Chinese authorities ship sailing the waters around the Senkaku connection (10/04 18:36)

Lingering summer heat or odor from tap water in nine municipalities, such as impact Kuroishi Aomori Prefecture (10/04 18:30)

Haruko Mabuchi-name actress, 75-year-old died of lung cancer (10/04 18:19)

25 high school students from a school in the city of Iwakuni, Yamaguchi get stung by a hornet (10/04 18:04)

Arrested a man who tried to pay taxi fare in counterfeit 10,000 yen in Osaka (10/04 18:02)
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NEW Kawasaki, Yokohama, Kanagawa Prefecture flood warning heavy rain to heavy rain flood warning Shonan, Kanagawa Prefecture Kanagawa Prefecture to Ashigarakami flood warning heavy rain to heavy rain flood warning Seisho Kanagawa Prefecture (10/04 21:58)

NEW In Kawagoe, Saitama, on the slopes of one side of the road deaths fall shovel large (10/04 21:39)

NEW Result of 04 professional baseball game Hiroshima 0 – 4 Yakult 5 Rakuten – (in accordance with the provisions draw 9 times) Seibu 5 (10/04 21:36)

NEW Even during October’s first flight training in Okinawa start full-scale operation “Osprey” is (10/04 21:27)

NEW Romney candidates debate tactics candidate first round of the U.S. presidential election (10/04 21:26)

NEW In the western part of Tokyo’s 23 wards flood warning heavy rain in the eastern part of Tokyo’s 23 wards flood warning heavy rain (10/04 21:08)

NEW Condemn NATO bombardment followed by retaliatory shelling from Turkey to Syria Syria (10/04 21:00)

NEW Lead the seventh consecutive year ranking “Toyota Prius” new car sales the first half (10/04 20:31)

NEW “No plan review” Seven & I plans for store openings in China (10/04 20:23)

NEW Seek early dissolution of the idea of commitment at the meeting President Abe Liberal Democratic Party leader and Prime Minister (10/04 20:19)

To the list of headlines